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Abstract
We present a very simple and fast algorithm to compute the convolution of an arbitrary sequence x with a sequence of a specific type, a. The
sequence a is any linear combination of polynomials, exponentials and
trigonometric terms. The number of steps for computing the convolution
depends on a certain complexity of a and not on its length, thus making
it feasible to convolve a sequence with very large kernels fast.

Computing the convolution (correlation, filtering) of a sequence x together with a fixed sequence a is one of
the ubiquitous operations in graphics,
image and signal processing. Often the
sequence a is a polynomial, exponential or trigonometric function sampled
at discrete points or a piecewise sum of
such terms, such as, splines, or else the
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sequence can can be well approximated
with a few such terms. The computation of these convolutions is usually
computed straight from the definition
taking O(|x||a|)
time or using a more complicated FFT
based O(|x| log |a|) time algorithm.
Here we present a simple and fast
algorithm to compute the convolution
of x1 , x2 , . . . , xn with am , am−1 , . . . , a1 ,
namely
Py1 , y2 , . . . , yn−m where
yi = m
k=1 ak xi+k−1 . The number of
steps of the algorithm depends on a
measure of complexity of a and not on
m, its length. The number of steps
to compute the convolution is O(dn)
(m < n) where the sequence a satisfies a P
linear homogeneous equation,
d
(LHE), i=0 βi ar+i = 0 (where the β
do not depend on r), or equivalently,
P
ar = di=1 αi ar+i . For d smaller than
log |m| this is faster and much simpler
than using FFT.
Examples of such sequences are;
• polynomials
of degree d − 1, ai =
Pd−1
j
j=0 λj i , the LHE is

Pd
j d
j=0 (−1) j ai+j = 0, this is of
complexity d.

• ai = βλi , the LHE is λai −ai+1 =
0, this is of complexity 2.
Pd−1
• ai = λi j=0 αj ij , the LHE is

Pd
j d
d−j
= 0, this
j=0 (−1) j ai+j λ
is of complexity d.
• ai = α sin(iθ)+β cos(iθ), the LHE
is ai − 2 cos(θ)ai+1 + ai+2 = 0,
this is of complexity 3.
• ai = λi (α sin(iθ) + β cos(iθ)), the
LHE is λ2 ai −2λ cos(θ)ai+1 +ai+2 =
0, this is of complexity 3.
Sums of above like terms also satisfy a linear homogeneous equation with
a complexity that is additive, such as
ai = 3 sin(21πi/4) + (−2)i + i3 − 4, this
is of complexity 3 + 2 + 4 = 9.
The complete algorithm, consists of
two steps; initialization and the running computation:

• This is a special case of a recursive filter[Smi97], where it is easy
to
yi =
Pddefine the sequence
Pd Pa.
d+1−k
α
y
−
(
al )xi−k
j
i−j
j=1
P
Pd+1−k k=1 l=1
d
+ k=1 ( l=1 al )xm+i−k
• Special cases of LHE’s with a fast
algorithm such as the constant
function (order 0 polynomial), box
filtering, [SBHC88], and exponential functions have appeared before [Smi97, SBW02].
• The case of polynomials where
the filter can be space variant was
treated in [SBHC88, Hec86] using repeated integration and differentiation. They gave slightly
different formula as they used a
continuous set up.

• for i=1 . . . d
Pm
– yi = k=1 ak xi+k−1
P
d+1−i
– Fd+1
= yi − d−i+1
ak xi+k−1
k=1
Pm+d−i+1
ak xi+k−1 .
+ k=m
• for i = d + 1 . . . n − m
Pd
– yi = Fi0 = j=1 αj Fij
– for j = 1 . . . d
j
= Fij−1 −aj+1 xi +
∗ Fi+1
am+j+1 xm+i

Pm
The invariant is Fij = k=1 aj+k xi+k−1 .
The correctness of the algorithm follows
Pd from,j Pd
Pm
j=1 αj Fi =
j=1 αj
k=1 aj+k xi+k−1
Pm Pd
= k=1 ( j=1 αj aj+k )xi+k−1
P
= m
k=1 ak xi+k−1 = yi .
There is no reason to save all the
previous F ’s so that the extra memory
requirement over the input/output is
•
just O(d).
Notes:

Formulas equivalent to ours can
be derived using finite differences
[MT33] and the
Pmsummation by
parts formula: k=1 x(r+k)a(k)
Pd
= l=0 (−1)l x−l (r+m+l)∆l a(m).
x−l (sum) is defined by, x0 (i) =
Pi
x(i) and xp (i) =
j=0 xp−1 (j),
l
0
and ∆ a(m) by ∆ a(m) = a(m)
and ∆p+1 a(m) = ∆p a(m + 1) −
∆p a(m).
∆d+1 a(m) = 0 whenever a(m)
is a sequence of equally spaced
samples of a polynomial of degree d. So that as in [SBHC88,
Hec86] once the sequences xl and
∆l a(m) for l = 0..d are precomputed in O(d) P
per element the
computation of m
k=1 x(r+k)a(k)
takes only O(d) time.
∆l a(m) is especially easy
 to com
x
pute using that ∆l nx = n−l
and that any
can be

P polynomial
written as
βj xj .
The complexity of convolving with
a sequence that is a piecewise sum
of simple functions such as a spline
can be computed by adding up

the contributions of each of the
pieces.

lution based on FFT and our proposed
fast convolution. The code was written in JAVA and only the FFT based
• Almost exactly the same same for- algorithm was optimized, time is in ms.
mulas can be used to compute
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d−1
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• Of course the algorithm can be
used successively on rows then on
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